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INTRODUCTION TO INBOUND TOURISM
Generating more, longer staying, higher spending visitors
should be an aim of your business.
So, while domestic (Scottish) visitors may always be important to you,
getting additional visitors from the rest of the UK and overseas will give
you the chance to raise your game even more.
To be successful in attracting these visitors requires you to have some
specialist industry knowledge and information - to understand the
various roles of the travel trade who can help you access these markets.
It seems complicated (booking agents, Inbound Tour Operators,
International Wholesalers etc.) but a bit of persistence on your part and
using this guide to help you, will get you into the rhythm quickly.
Developing your product to an international standard for overseas
visitors and those from elsewhere in the UK requires an understanding
of transnational consumer needs, motivations and different travel styles,
as well as language, cultural and culinary requirements. Understanding
these will enable you to see where your product fits internationally and
help you select the right markets for your product. This guide has been
produced to help give you the tools to do just that.
Good luck
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INBOUND (INTERNATIONAL) TOURISM
Inbound tourism covers all international
tourist traffic entering a country.
It is also known as ‘export tourism’ (Scotland
is the export), because although tourists enjoy
their travel experience within Scotland, they are
paying for it using foreign currency (or funds from
outwith Scotland). Inbound tourism is big business
in Scotland with the tourism export sector worth
more than £2.75 billion and total tourism receipts
including other UK and Scottish domestic worth
£11.5 billion pounds in 2016.
To attract international visitors, direct sales alone
are usually not enough for many suppliers: a
combination of selling directly to the visitor and
working with the travel trade usually works best.
Attracting international visitors or customers has
many benefits but remember the following points
when working in international markets:
• There are much higher marketing costs to
marketing outside Scotland and overseas
• Selling your product through the travel trade
requires a commitment to working with their
pricing and commission structures
• International markets vary considerably
between each country and take research and
planning before successfully entering a market
• Language and cultural differences create
additional challenges when marketing your
product overseas
• Entering and establishing your product
in the international market is a long-term
investment and relationships with travel trade
require persistent time commitments built on
establishing and maintaining good business
relationships.

INBOUND VS DOMESTIC WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?
Domestic tourism (from and within Scotland)
accounts for 39% of all tourist trips in Scotland.
Tourism from the rest of the UK accounts for 43%
and international visitors make up the remaining
17%. But, international tourists usually travel for
longer and spend more money than domestic
travellers. (In 2015, international visitors made
up 34% of the number of nights and 33% of the
total tourist spend). They also stay longer – an
average of 8.3 nights compared to 2.8 nights for
Scottish/domestic visits.
The majority of Scotland’s operators concentrate
on marketing their product domestically within
Scotland and then market to international
travellers once they have secured a foothold at
home, probably tackling English, Welsh and Irish
markets first. While marketing your product to
international travellers has many benefits, there
are a number of differences between domestic
and international tourism markets.

DOMESTIC MARKET
Travellers are familiar with Scotland
Lower marketing costs
Traveller needs are consistent across segments
Distribution system is consistent and operators
often deal with consumers directly
Simpler, shorter break style itineraries
No language or cultural barriers
Easy market to enter and return on
investment established more quickly

UK and INTERNATIONAL MARKET
Travellers may have limited knowledge of Scotland
Higher marketing costs
Traveller needs vary in each market and segment
Distribution systems vary in each market
Varied itineraries
Language and cultural differences
Long term investment to recoup costs
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Key Takeaways
Knowing your markets

Rank Country
Visits

• It is important to understand
that overseas markets are very
competitive. Not only are you
competing against companies
that provide similar products,
you are also competing against
other international destinations
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• Selling your region and
educating travellers about your
destination and its attributes
is often the first step in selling
your product
• Identify which markets you are
aiming for
• Carry out your research before
you undertake any activity
• Tailor your product offering,
your messaging, your delivery,
etc. to the nuances of each
market
• Look after your customers,
both trade partners and
visitors
• Always focus on building longterm relationships with the
travel trade
Key market snapshots can be
found on the top 10 Inbound
Countries to Scotland by following
this link: http://www.visitscotland.
org/research_and_statistics/
visitor_research/visitor_research_
international.aspx
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KEY INBOUND MARKETS TO SCOTLAND
2016
Visits

Rank
Spend

2016 Spend
£000’s

USA

451,000

1

USA

509

2

Germany

354,000

2

Germany

212

3

France

151,000

3

Canada

130

4

Canada

148,000

4

Australia

102

5

Poland

137,000

5

Italy

91

6

Australia

131,000

6

France

75

7

Italy

123,000

7

Netherlands

61

8

Netherlands

114,000

8

Switzerland

54

9

Irish Republic

95,000

9

Norway

43

10

Sweden

88,000

10

Sweden

43

11

Spain

88,000

11

Spain

39

12

Norway

81,000

12

China

36

13

Denmark

62,000

13

Singapore

29

14

Switzerland

54,000

14

Irish Republic

25

15

China

40,000

15

Belgium

23

Attracting international visitors or customers has many benefits
• Reach new customers and maximise occupancy
• Broaden opportunities and reduce the risks to your company
of dependence on domestic markets
• Reach markets and customers more easily (operators and
agents have influence - consumers consult them, their
brochures and websites)
• Generate repeat visits
• Third party agents handle customers until they arrive
• Expose your company to new people, new ideas, different
management practices and systems and marketing and sales
approaches
• Identify like-minded people and businesses to collaborate and
co-operate with, offering more to the visitor
• Improve your growth prospects, develop more skilled and
productive staff and adopt technology and best practice
techniques more quickly
• Pay only on results generated
• It’s good for the destinations – helping more people find out
about Midlothian and the Borders and motivating them to visit
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UNDERSTANDING
TRAVEL DISTRIBUTION
CHANNELS

Distribution refers to the way in which consumers find
out about your product and the channels they use to
research it and make bookings.
It is different in each country. For example, many travellers still book
flights through their travel agent. However, they may book their
accommodation online through an online travel seller and their
activities direct with the operator once they arrive in Scotland.

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT STYLES OF TRAVEL?
Visitors choose different styles of travel based on whether their trip
is for leisure, business, special interest or family reasons. A visitor’s
travel style will influence their choice of tours and activities, type
of accommodation, transport and the location of their product
purchases. These choices will be influenced by age, budget, cultural
background and previous travel experience.
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The following section outlines several defined travel styles. As with everything in the tourism
industry, travel styles are constantly evolving and definitions vary from market to market.

Group Inclusive Tour or Travellers

Fully/Free Independent Traveller (FIT)

• Pre-purchase the bulk of their holiday before
leaving home via distributors

• Like the freedom of planning their own
arrangements

• Prefer structured itineraries

• Arrange some core holiday components prior to
arrival

• Have highly organised and pre-booked tour
arrangements
• Use distributors’ preferred products
• Common in less mature markets and with certain
segments such as educational groups

• Rely heavily on word of mouth, the internet and
social media when planning their trip

Backpackers

Visiting Friends and Relatives (VFR)

• Spend at least one night in a backpacker or youth
hostel during their stay

• Cite friends and relatives as the primary reason
for travel

• Traditionally 18 to 25 year olds but often people
aged 30 and beyond travel this way

• Often travel beyond the family base to other
destinations

• Prefer a highly independent and unstructured
approach towards travel

• Rely on the recommendations and advice of
their Scottish based friends and relatives when
planning their trip

• Rely heavily on the internet and social media for
information

Student/ Education Travellers

Business Travellers

• Include short course participants, long term
university students, school excursions and
exchanges

• Include delegates of a large conference or an
individual on a business trip

• Cite study as the main purpose of their visit but
there may be a tourism component to the trip
• Have families who may visit and travel throughout
the course of study

• Often include a component of leisure travel during
their visit such as pre and post conference touring
• Include delegates participating in an incentive tour
– a specialised business segment which rewards
performance with travel experiences

• Often require specialised arrangements
depending on the age of students

• Offer high yield as the per head spend is high

Special Interest Travellers

Millennials

• Travel for reasons associated with personal
interests such as agri-tourism, health and wellness
or wildlife watching

• Aged 18 – 34, often professional, sometimes travel
as couples, with friends, sometimes have young
families

• Book through agents or operators who possess a
high level of expertise and can access specialised
tours, guides, expert lectures and location visits
that are not part of the traditional tourism
infrastructure

• Aim for higher levels of luxury, but also look for
value for money

• Have customised itineraries
• Offer high yield but often low volume
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• Organise the bulk of their itinerary independently
often after their arrival

• Look for authentic and maybe out of the way
places and experiences
• Web, WiFi and social media primary source of
information and booking
• Other characteristics similar to FITs
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HOW DO YOU TARGET
THESE TRAVELLERS?
There are two ways for you to find
and sell to potential customers:
1. DIRECTLY: You target visitors directly

through your own advertising, brochure
distribution, website, social media and client
referrals. Direct online bookings and sales will
be through your own booking engine on your
website; or they may be through phone, email
or walk-in bookings and sales.

2. INDIRECTLY: Another way to promote your
business is indirectly through a third party by
using tourism distribution channels such as
retail travel agents, wholesalers and inbound
tour operators, including handling agents,
destination management companies (DMCs)
and professional conference organisers (PCOs).

KEY DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
TOURISM PRODUCT
Hotels, B & Bs, hostels, self-catering,
attractions restaurants, activities, events etc.

DIRECT
Online, Brand website, Email
Internet booking engine, Mobile
Social media, Offline, Phone, Walk-in

Key Takeaway - Your website
The most important online sales channel for
your business is your own website which should
generate the highest yield of any channel
As well as ensuring that you make it as easy
as possible for customers to do business with
you on your own website, there are a variety
of third-party online sales channels which are
examined over the following pages.

INDIRECT
Tour operators, Incoming Tour Operators
Retail travel agents, Handling agents
Destination management companies
Professional conference organisers
Online travel agents, 3rd party webs sites

THE CUSTOMER / TOURIST

TRAVEL DISTRIBUTION
Travel Trade means many things to many
people in the tourism industry. A simple
definition is: “people and companies that resell
travel product to the visitor that they have
bought and/or reserved from other parties”
Travel trade is the distribution network for travel
and is similar to distribution networks for other
industries and services.
Travel trade is often thought about for the
group market only, but in fact travel trade
is also used extensively for small group and
individual travel.
The other indirect route is through third party
websites such as hotels.com, booking. com and
TripAdvisor. We explain more on the following
pages how the travel trade works and what you
need to do to deliver your product or service
through them to potential customers.
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WHY WORK WITH
THE TRAVEL
TRADE & TRAVEL
INTERMEDIARIES?
Understanding the various ways
your product can be sold to potential
customers is vital to ensuring the
sustained viability of your business.

Travel trade intermediaries (travel agents and tour
operators) play a significant role in the decisionmaking process of many international visitors:
they help to open up new markets and encourage
tourists to spend longer exploring Scotland.
Travel distributors can also provide market
intelligence, insights and advice on a specific
market. Distribution channels and consumer
purchasing behaviour differ from market to
market. Travel distributors who already work
with these markets will ensure your product is
inserted within the right channels to maximise the
exposure your product receives.

Whilst a significant proportion of your customers
will find you by themselves, either online or
through your other marketing and promotional
channels, it’s important to know about the
different distribution channels and how they are
likely to impact on both your product and your
costs. Remember too that your visibility to potential
overseas visitors will be very limited and the travel
trade can directly influence your visibility, the
interest in you from overseas and bookings.

NATIONAL DISTRIBUTION

Domestic
Customer

Retail
Travel Agent

Wholesaler

Tourism
Operator

Tourism
Operator

Tourism
Operator

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION
International
Customer

Tourism
Operator

Wholesaler

Retail
Travel Agent

Tourism
Operator

Inbound Tour
Operator

Wholesaler

Tourism
Operator

Tourism
Operator

Inbound Tour
Operator

Inbound Tour
Operator

Tourism
Operator
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Tourism
Operator

ADVANTAGES OF
WORKING WITH THE
TRAVEL TRADE INCLUDE:
• Being included in a comprehensive
brochure or online portfolio which is
produced and distributed to travel agents
or accessed direct by consumers
• Tour operators’ representatives
will conduct a range of marketing
activities, including sales calls, to attract
retail travel agents to promote the
programme and operators in it
• Tour operators have computerised,
often global, reservation systems to
record bookings
• Familiarisation visits for the retail
industry and media are conducted to
give staff an opportunity to experience
the product first hand
• Third-party organisations undertake
advertising campaigns aimed at both
consumers and retail travel agents
• They create individually tailored
packages, e.g. farm-stay, self-drive,
nature-based tourism, and special
events
• They attend trade workshops, missions
and shows and act as an extension
of your product marketing efforts,
providing international exposure for
your product
• They understand and manage cultural
nuance, foreign language, visa and legal
requirements for overseas visitors
• They act as a local contact point for
clients overseas
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HOW THE
TRAVEL TRADE
AND TRAVEL
INTERMEDIARIES
OPERATE
It is important to understand the roles
of each type of travel trade distributor
and how they will further enable the
distribution of your product.

• Tour wholesaler
• Travel agent
• Incoming tour operators / UK
– Scotland based travel trade
• Online travel agents (OTAs)

TOUR WHOLESALER

TOP TIPS FOR WORKING
WITH WHOLESALERS
• Research – find out which markets and
market segments the wholesaler targets,
the type of experience they sell and who
their distribution partners are
• Suggest ideas for packaging your product
with complementary products in your
region to make it easier to sell
• Highlight your unique selling point
(USP), the benefits of your product and
the factors that set you apart from the
competition
• Ensure you allow for wholesaler
commissions in your rates and include
concise terms and conditions. Be
prepared to provide rates up to 18
months in advance
• Keep wholesalers updated on any new
developments or changes to your product
• Keep in mind consumer protection laws
that the wholesaler must adhere to. Europe
and Japan have strict consumer laws that
required companies to deliver the promised
standard of holiday experience.

Tour wholesalers are also located in the
consumer’s country of origin and operate in
a very similar way to wholesalers in other
industries.
But, instead of supplying tangible products, they
develop their own packages and itineraries for
travel agents and consumers. These packages
will usually include transport, accommodation,
tours and attractions and link individual tourism
operators with retailers.
Wholesalers are businesses that will sell your
product on your behalf through established
retail distribution channels: both shopfront and
online. They also sell individual product elements
and link them to form packages. They negotiate
their product rates directly with suppliers and
produce packages that are distributed to retail
travel agents or are sold directly to consumers via
their website. Like travel agents, wholesalers are
paid commissions (negotiable, but approximately
20%), and some may charge additional fees for
marketing and other services.
Commission rates may seem at first glance to be
a high % of revenue - and often lead to operators
rejecting working with the travel trade. The choice
is simple (although not mutually exclusive): gain
access and more business through the travel trade
or market direct through e.g. your own website.
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How to distribute your product through
Retail Travel Agents
• Identify established wholesalers with a wide
distribution via retail agents
• Training the wholesalers and ITOs about your
product and providing them with the tools to
effectively train their retail partners is the most
effective way to target these retail agents
• Retail travel agents are a one-stop travel shop
as they can assist customers with several travel
queries and make all bookings at the one
location
• Operators rarely deal directly with a travel
agent; rather they go through a tour wholesaler
or an inbound tour operator
• Many travel agents belong to a larger chain
of travel agencies or consortia that use their
combined resources to market the agency brand

TRAVEL AGENT
Retail travel agents sell holiday and travel
products to the consumer and are based in the
consumer’s country of origin. Retail travel agents
offer wide distribution in prominent shop front
locations and a convenient place for travellers to
make bookings and buy holidays. Many retail travel
agents belong to a larger chain of travel agencies or
consortiums that use their combined resources to
market the agency brand. In some countries, retail
agencies may be operated by travel wholesalers,
or may concentrate on particular market segments
such as special interest or family travel. Many retail
travel agents also have an online presence.
They get a negotiated commission from the
tour operator on sales. Some travel agents also
organize specialist or group travel and will expect
to receive approximately 10% commission on your
gross rates for any business they send to you.
It is not feasible for small retail travel agencies
around the world to have specific information
and up-to-date rates for every tour operator in
Scotland. To source this information, they rely on
tour wholesalers who package tour products.

• Despite the increased use of the internet to
research and book travel, long haul visitors like
to use travel agents and seek more assistance
from them

TOP TIPS FOR WORKING
WITH RETAIL TRAVEL AGENTS
• Register your business on VisitScotland’s
Travel Trade site - https://traveltrade.
visitscotland.org and also on http://
trade.visitbritain.com/en
• Meet retail agents and wholesale
reservation agents by attending trade
shows that target these staff
• Establish and maintain good
relationships with your retail travel
agent’s preferred wholesalers and ITOs;
and provide key agents with regular but
relevant product updates
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INBOUND TOUR
OPERATORS
An inbound tour operator (ITO), also known as
a ground operator or destination management
company (DMC), is a UK or Scottish based
business which specialises in packaging and
bundling programmes and itineraries of the
Scottish tourism product for marketing and
selling to the overseas travel trade. ITOs are the
link between the Scottish tourism products and
the overseas travel distributors that buy them,
including travel wholesalers, direct sellers, travel
agents, meeting planners and event planners.

How to distribute your product through
an Inbound Tour Operator
Incoming tour operators are active promoters in
the marketplace, selling Scotland as a destination
to overseas partners. Larger ITOs have product
departments that identify and select the
products and suppliers they want to sell. These
departments can offer advice on suitable markets
for your product and suggestions about product
development and packaging. ITOs often specialise
in particular inbound markets or market segments
so it is important to research the ITO and
understand their business and how your product
fits into their programs.

TOP TIPS FOR WORKING
WITH INBOUND TOUR
OPERATORS (ITOs)
• Research who the ITO works with in the
distribution system and which markets
they target to ensure your product is the
correct fit
• Compile a sales kit with product fact sheets
in PDF format, brochures and images
• Ensure information on your website is up
to date
• Provide rates that allow for ITO
commissions and include concise terms
and conditions. Be prepared to provide
rates up to 18 months in advance
• Provide information in language (online
fact sheets, brochures) if targeting markets
where English is not commonly spoken
• Provide ITOs with prompt (same day)
turnarounds on enquiries, quotations
and bookings
• Prepayments or deposits can be asked
for in the early days of working together.
Once an established credit payment
system is agreed you don’t need to keep
asking for deposits
• Accept ITO vouchers and trading terms

BENEFITS TO OPERATORS OF
USING AN INBOUND TOUR
OPERATOR:
• Inbound tour operators conduct a
number of activities to attract the interest
of overseas wholesalers and retail agents
to make them aware of the services and
products in Midlothian and the Borders
• They create individually tailored
packages, e.g. farm-stay, self-drive,
nature-based tourism and special events
• They attend trade workshops, missions
and shows and act as an extension of
your product marketing efforts, providing
international exposure for your product
• They understand and manage foreign
language, visa and legal requirements for
overseas visitors
• They act as a local contact point for
clients overseas and only work with
international clients
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Working with OTAs is a low maintenance way
of reaching new and international customers.

ONLINE TRAVEL AGENTS
(OTAs)
Online travel agents (OTAs) are the fastestgrowing distribution channel for travel products.
They are online versions of the traditional travel agent
or tour operator building packages and acting as a
bridge between consumers and suppliers (hotels,
airlines, car hire companies and visitor attractions).
OTAs specialise in online distribution and have no
intermediaries: they deal directly with consumers
and tourism products. Consumers can purchase a
product or an entire holiday package online. Online
distribution is less structured than the traditional
travel distribution system. Commission levels vary,
depending on how the site is operated. Before
establishing a distribution deal with any online
partners, it is important to research the site, how
it operates and how it will promote your product,
as well as how information is loaded and updated.
Many sites provide you with access to maintain and
update your details. While this does provide you
with control over the information on your product,
it can also be very time-consuming, especially if
you are featured on a number of sites. Online
distributors may also run a number of affiliate
sites on-selling packages: just as an ITO would to a
wholesaler. It is important that you are aware of any
affiliate sites and where rates may appear.
OTAs can be very effective for independent hotels,
B&Bs and guesthouses who will not typically be
known internationally and who might not have the
expertise or marketing budgets to directly target
international travellers.
Working with OTAs can be a relatively low
maintenance way of reaching new and
international customers.

TOP TIPS FOR WORKING
WITH OTAs
• Clarify commission and inventory levels
required and the level of promotion for
your product
• Find out how much new business the site
may generate
• Check if there are any affiliate sites that
may operate in addition to the main site
• How is your information on the site
maintained – by you or the site host?
• How is the site promoted? Is it targeted
at the trade or consumers? Are there any
distribution agreements in place?
• Many OTAs do not promote the country,
region or your product. They are a
vehicle for rate search only
• Check the fine print for their refund policy

TOP 14 OTAs (SOURCE WWW.ALEXA.COM)
tripadvisor.com

Travelocity.com

Expedia.com

couchsurfing.com

Hotels.com

Homeaway.com

Kayak.com

Skyscanner.com

Agoda.com

Hostelworld.com

Priceline.com

Hotwire.com

Orbitz.com

Trivago.com
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BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
Once you have established a business
relationship with an overseas tour
operator, it is up to you to optimise
that relationship.
When you start working with a new trade
partner, it is likely that the volume of business
you do together will be on the low side, but
with the potential to grow signiﬁcantly to the
mutual beneﬁt of both parties.
Always make sure that you look after the tour
operator and their customers when they are
holidaying with you. You want their customers
to tell the tour operator, friends, family,
colleagues and their online communities that
they have had an exceptional experience
with you. They will become your sales people.
Keeping the business is as important as
securing the business in the ﬁrst place. In
addition to ensuring your trade customers’
clients have an exceptional experience with
you, you also need to maintain regular contact
with your trade partners.

build up a personal relationship
with your customers over time
Staying in touch after the sale is one of the
most common failures of sales people who are
often too busy seeking out the next exciting
opportunity. Yet, a customer already recruited
is less costly to maintain and staying in touch
will help to nurture valuable relationships.
Keeping in touch with your customer through
technology with information that is useful,
helpful or valuable to them is important and
there are plenty of online tools that make
it easier than ever to stay in touch (emails,
ezines, website and social media).
However, you should also pencil in phone
calls and face-to-face meetings with key
customers throughout the year as personto-person contact is still really important.
Customers who generate a lot of business
for you need to know that you appreciate
their business. But you also need to look
after customers who have the potential to
generate more business for you.
You need to build up a personal relationship
with your customers over time. Good business
relationships represent a “win-win” for all
parties: for you, for your trade partner and for
the end consumer whom you both share.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Invest in the relationship – invite trade
partners to visit your property on a
complimentary basis and provide extras when
you can. They must have first-hand knowledge
to sell your product with enthusiasm
• Keep pricing confidential between supplier
and trade operator. This includes pricing
that is available via the Internet – visitors
should not see trade price and trade should
not have same price as direct sale price
• Keep your product exciting by adding new
components and promoting this in a trade
newsletter - your own or one that your DMO
might produce
• Be professional at all times. When you
make a promise to follow up with more
information, follow up in a timely manner. If
you don’t - someone else will
• Respect the relationship -- if you receive a direct
booking from a consumer that you know came
as a result of your work with a tour operator,
take the booking, but remit the commission to
the tour operator. This approach will go a long
way towards fairness and establishing a positive
reputation with your tour operator partners

NOW WHAT?
This guide has provided you with the basics of
selling through the travel trade. It is now up to
you to evaluate if working with the travel trade
is for you and to implement an appropriate
travel trade strategy for you and your business.
As you do this, remember the following points:
• Put travel trade in context of your overall
business goals and capabilities
• Know your markets
• Set priorities
• Draw on the experience of others
• Track and monitor efforts in order to
evaluate if the travel trade is working for you
• Be realistic in your expectations
• Work with other like-minded businesses
Remember that the travel trade is only
one part of a well-rounded marketing and
distribution strategy.
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USEFUL CONTACTS AND RESOURCES
Business Gateway

www.bgateway.com/local-offices/midlothian
www.bgateway.com/local-offices/scottish-borders

Midlothian and Borders Tourism Action Group

http://www.mbtag.uk

Midlothian Tourism Forum

http://www.visitmidlothian.org.uk

Scottish Borders Tourism Partnership

http://scottishborderstourismpartnership.co.uk

Scottish Destination Management Association

http://www.scotland-sdma.org.uk

Scottish Enterprise

https://www.scottish-enterprise.com/industry-support/
tourism

Scottish Tourism Alliance

http://scottishtourismalliance.co.uk

SDI

https://www.sdi.co.uk/invest/sectors/tourism

UK Inbound

http://www.ukinbound.org

VisitBritain

https://trade.visitbritain.com

VisitScotland

https://traveltrade.visitscotland.org

Copywritten, designed and
produced by BTS, 2017.
Photo Credits: VisitScotland

This is a Midlothian & Borders
Tourism Action Group project
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The project is being delivered as part of the ‘Borders Railway
Blueprint’, a partnership project led by Scottish Enterprise, Scottish
Government, Transport Scotland, VisitScotland, ScotRail, Scottish
Borders Council, Midlothian Council and Edinburgh City Council.
The Blueprint sets out an ambition to maximise the economic
benefits of the Borders Railway, transforming tourism, business and
investment opportunities for communities along the new rail line.

